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RANDY NOVAK
?ndice biobibliogr?ﬁco sobre dramaturgia asturiana contempor?nea, en el que se incluyen obras de car?cter colectivo, creaci?n propia, adaptaciones y dramaturgias basadas en otros textos
y g?neros literarios, adem's de core?grafos, compositores de m?sica, performers, escen?grafos y otros t?cnicos del arte esc?nico.
Asturias, regi?n que permite la pervivencia de formas como el
monologuismo, el teatro costumbrista y las mascaradas de invierno, se ha caracterizado por los movimientos sociales y la emigraci?n. Se incluyen a los autores asturianos que escribieron en eonaviego o en gallego, adem's de ampliarlo por cuesti?n ling stica al
patsuezu y mirand?s. La formaci?n reglada llevada a cabo por el
ITAE y la ESAD, junto a la organizaci?n de los grupos de teatro aﬁcionados en torno a FETEAS, hace que vivamos un boom del teatro costumbrista en Asturias, resultando adem's un revulsivo en
la producci?n teatral.
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress
printed cards.
The Roman Revolution is a profound and unconventional treatment of a great theme - the fall of the Republic and the decline of
freedom in Rome between 60 BC and AD 14, and the rise to power of the greatest of the Roman Emperors, Augustus. The transformation of state and society, the violent transference of power
and property, and the establishment of Augustus' rule are presented in an unconventional narrative, which quotes from ancient
evidence, refers seldomly to modern authorities, and states controversial opinions quite openly. The result is a book which is both
fresh and compelling.
Emilia Pardo Bazan (1851-1921) was a Spanish novelist, journalist, poet, critic, editor and professor known both for introducing realism to Spanish literature and as a standard bearer for women's
rights. This novel was ﬁrst published in the original Spanish in
1889 and is reprinted from an English translation of 1891 which is
illustrated throughout.
In 2006 journalist Joanna Moorhead discovered that her father's
cousin, Prim, who had disappeared many decades earlier, was
now a famous artist in Mexico. Although rarely spoken of in her
own family (regarded as a black sheep, a wild child; someone
they were better oﬀ without) in the meantime Leonora Carrington
had become a national treasure in Mexico, where she now lived,
while her paintings are fetching ever-higher prices at auction today. Intrigued by her story, Joanna set oﬀ to Mexico City to ﬁnd
her lost relation. Later she was to return to Mexico ten times
more between then and Leonora's death in 2011, sometimes staying for months at a time and subsequently travelling around Bri-

tain and through Europe in search of the loose ends of her tale.
They spent days talking and reading together, drinking tea and tequila, going for walks and to parties and eating take away pizzas
or dining out in her local restaurants as Leonora told Joanna the
wild and amazing truth about a life that had taken her from the
suﬀocating existence of a debutante in London via war-torn
France with her lover, Max Ernst, to incarceration in an asylum
and ﬁnally to the life of a recluse in Mexico City. Leonora was one
of the last surviving participants in the Surrealist movement of
the 1930s, a founding member of the Women's Liberation Movement in Mexico during the 1970s and a woman whose reputation
will survive not only as a muse but as a novelist and a great
artist. This book is the extraordinary story of Leonora Carrington's
life, and of the friendship between two women, related by blood
but previously unknown to one another, whose encounters were
to change both their lives.
The author found himself at the beginning of a career that would
raise him to the apex of the ecclesiastical hierarchy as bishop of
Toledo, but that would also see him involved, suspiciously, in the
deposition of Wamba that same year."
Describes the medieval concept of the devil, discusses witchcraft
and devil folklore, and examines the depiction of evil in art and literature of the period
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Includes sección escolar has separate paging, Oct. 1935-37.
For English read British which is not to quibble with the title but,
as Jim Ring himself explains, 'During the period on which this
book focuses, it was the custom - in the words of a Scot - ''to let
the part - the larger part - speak for the whole.'' Those countries
which received them - France, Italy, Austria, Germany, and above
all Switzerland - all talked of the English, and the presence of the
English in the Alps was precisely so described. To use the term
British would thus have been an anachronism.' The nineteenth
century will forever be associated with the growth of the British
Empire, but nearer home there was a quieter conquest taking
place. Gradually the English were taking over the Alps, scaling
their peaks, driving railways through them, and introducing both
winter sports and those quintessential English institutions - tea,
baths, lawn tennis and churches - to remote mountain villages.
Jim Ring tells the remarkable story of the English love aﬀair with
the Alps, from its beginnings with the Romantic movement, when
poets such as Byron and Shelly wrote of the mountains with awed
delight, through the great days of the 1850s and 1860s and the
formation of the Alpine Club, to the inter-war years when the English assured the future prosperity of the alpine resorts by virtually inventing and then popularizing downhill-skiing. Part history,
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part biography, How the English made the Alps brings the characters - the artists, the scientists, the gentleman-adventurers, the
invalids, the aristocrats, eccentrics and mountain-scramblers vividly to life. 'Jim Rings's book cannot be bettered.' Daily Mail
'Fascinating' Stephen Venables, Daily Telegraph 'Evocative and
entertaining' Financial Times 'A comprehensive, well-written account of a fascinating subject' Guardian
How do children construct, negotiate and organize space? The
study of social space in any human group is fraught with limitations, and to these we must add the further limits involved in the
study of childhood. Here specialists from archaeology, history, literature, architecture, didactics, museology and anthropology
build a body of theoretical and methodological approaches about
how space is articulated and organized around children and how
this disposition aﬀects the creation and maintenance of social
identities. Children are considered as the main actors in historic
dynamics of social change, from prehistory to the present day. Notions on space, childhood and the construction of both the individual and the group identity of children are considered as a prelude
to papers that focus on analyzing and identifying the spaces
which contribute to the construction of children’s identity during
their lives: the places they live, learn, socialize and play. A ﬁnal
section deals with these same aspects, but focuses on funerary
contexts, in which children may lose their capacity to inﬂuence
events, as it is adults who establish burial strategies and practices. In each case authors ask questions such as: how do adults
construct spaces for children? How do children manage their own
spaces? How do people (adults and children) build (invisible
and/or physical) boundaries and spaces?
Sample Text
This book discusses the work of The Poema de mio Cid a major
text of early Spanish literature.
This study examines a varied corpus of documentary and literary
texts produced during the Miners revolution of October 1934 in
Asturias.
This volume oﬀers an overview of Hinduism as found in India and
the diaspora. Exploring Hinduism in India in dynamic interaction,
rather than in isolation, the volume discusses the relation of Hinduism with other religions of Indian origin and with religions
which did not originate in India but have been a major feature of
its religious landscape. These latter religions include Islam and
Christianity and, to a lesser extent, Zoroastrianism and Judaism.
The volume also covers Hinduism’s close association with Tribal
Religions, sometimes called Primal Religions. As its second main
theme, the volume examines the phenomenon of Hinduism in the
diaspora. The Indian diaspora is now beginning to make its presence felt, both in India and abroad. In India, the Indian government annually hosts a diaspora event called Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (PBD), in recognition of the growing importance of the twen-
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ty-million-strong diaspora. Although not all Indians are Hindus,
most are, both in India and abroad, and a strong sense of Hindu
identity is emerging among diasporic Hindus. This volume ﬁlls the
need felt by Hindus both in India and the diaspora for more knowledge about modern-day Hinduism, Hindu history and traditions. It
takes into account three main aspects of Hinduism: that the active pan-Indian and diasporic language of the Hindus is English;
that modern Hindus need a rational rather than a devotional or
traditional exposition of the religion; and that they need information about and arguments to address the stereotypes which characterize the presentation of Hinduism in academia and the media, especially in the West.
Prevalent among classicists today is the notion that Greeks, Romans, and Jews enhanced their own self-perception by contrasting themselves with the so-called Other--Egyptians, Phoenicians,
Ethiopians, Gauls, and other foreigners--frequently through hostile stereotypes, distortions, and caricature. In this provocative
book, Erich Gruen demonstrates how the ancients found connections rather than contrasts, how they expressed admiration for
the achievements and principles of other societies, and how they
discerned--and even invented--kinship relations and shared roots
with diverse peoples. Gruen shows how the ancients incorporated
the traditions of foreign nations, and imagined blood ties and associations with distant cultures through myth, legend, and ﬁctive
histories. He looks at a host of creative tales, including those describing the founding of Thebes by the Phoenician Cadmus,
Rome's embrace of Trojan and Arcadian origins, and Abraham as
ancestor to the Spartans. Gruen gives in-depth readings of major
texts by Aeschylus, Herodotus, Xenophon, Plutarch, Julius Caesar,
Tacitus, and others, in addition to portions of the Hebrew Bible, revealing how they oﬀer richly nuanced portraits of the alien that
go well beyond stereotypes and caricature. Providing extraordinary insight into the ancient world, this controversial book explores how ancient attitudes toward the Other often expressed
mutuality and connection, and not simply contrast and alienation.
cerebro, viento agitado en mi calma abrumadora, �guila que despierta--en horas de abatimiento--a picotazos mi alma.Fui, con
varios condisc�pulos, expresamente a conocerle. Habitaba casa
humilde y viv�a modestamente.Enamorado yo de sus escritos,
deslumbrada mi juventud por aquel vuelo de c�ndores de su
prosa soberana, entr� a aquel Are�pago con el pensamiento en
las nubes y el coraz�n en los labios.Eran d�as t�tricos para los
colombianos residentes en New York, d�as en que un desdichado compatriota, al frente de un puesto distinguido, hab�a llevado a sus gavetas joyas que no eran suyas.Fue ese el t�pico obligado, y Mart� me dec�a: �los suramericanos enviamos trozos
humanos putrefactos para que estos pa�ses los escarben y examinen, mandamos el rostro ensangrentado de la Patria para que
estos pa�ses lo abofeteen�.Sobre Cuba exclamaba:�E
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